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Key features of the AS (yr.12) and A level Music 

courses: 

 • Clear and coherent structure. There are three components that assess 

performing, composing and appraising.  

• Gives a real music focus: musical elements, contexts and language are 

approached through areas of study and set works. 

 • Wider listening to help develop students’ transferable appraising skills.  

• Clear and straightforward question papers, mark schemes and 

assessment grids. 

 

Content requirement. 

Performance:  

• Must perform for a minimum of 6 minutes at AS and 8 minutes at A level: – Minimum of 

one piece of music. – Can play as a soloist and/or part of an ensemble. – Performances must 

be completed between 1 March and submission (15 May) in the year the student completes 

the qualification. – Total performances under 6 minutes at AS and 8 minutes at A level will be 

awarded 0 marks. – Externally assessed (marked) by the awarding organisation 

Composition:  

• Must compose at least two pieces: – In response to a brief set by the awarding 

organisation, and/or freely as the student chooses. • Minimum total composition time (both 

pieces combined): – 4½ minutes at AS level and 6 minutes at A level. – Total compositions 

under 4½ (AS) or 6 (A level) minutes will be awarded 0 marks. – Externally assessed (marked) 

by the awarding organisation. 

Appraising:  

• Defined list of musical elements, contexts and language that must be included. • Students 

are required to study a minimum of two areas of study at AS and three areas of study at A 

level. The Areas of Study cover: 

Vocal Music. 

AS and A level: • J. S. Bach, Cantata, Ein feste Burg, BWV 80: Movements 1, 2 and 8 • Mozart, 

The Magic Flute (Die Zauberflöte): Excerpts from Act 1, Nos. 4 (The Queen of Night) and 5 



(Quintet) A level only: • Vaughan Williams, On Wenlock Edge: Nos. 1, 3 and 5 (‘On Wenlock 

Edge’, ‘Is my team ploughing?’ and ‘Bredon Hill’)–  

Instrumental Music. 

AS and A level: • Vivaldi, Concerto in D minor, Op. 3 No. 11 • Clara Schumann, Piano Trio in G 

minor, Op. 17: Movement 1 A level only: • Berlioz, Symphonie Fantastique: Movement 1 

Music for Film. 

AS and A level: • Danny Elfman, Batman Returns: Main theme (Birth of a Penguin Part II), 

Birth of a Penguin Part I, Rise and fall from grace, Batman vs the Circus • Rachel Portman, The 

Duchess: The Duchess and End titles, Mistake of your life, Six years later, Never see your 

children again A level only: • Bernard Herrmann, Psycho: Prelude, The City, Marion, The 

Murder (Shower Scene), The Toys, The Cellar, Discovery, Finale  

Popular Music and Jazz. 

AS and A level: • Kate Bush, Hounds of Love: Cloudbusting, And dream of sheep, Under Ice • 

Courtney Pine, Back in the Day: Inner state (of mind), Lady Day and (John Coltrane), Love and 

affection A level only: • Beatles, Revolver: Here, there and everywhere, I want to tell you, 

Tomorrow never knows  

Fusions. 

 AS and A level: • Debussy, ‘Estampes’: Nos. 1 and 2 (‘Pagodes’ and ‘La soirée dans Grenade’) 

• Familia Valera Miranda, Caña Quema: ’Allà va candela, Se quema la chumbambà A level 

only: • Anoushka Shankar, Breathing Under Water: 

New Directions. 

AS and A level: • Cage, Three Dances for two prepared pianos: No. 1 • Kaija Saariaho, Petals 

for Violoncello and Live Electronics A level only: • Stravinsky, The Rite of Spring: Introduction, 

The Augurs of Spring, Ritual of Abduction. 

 

Transition from GCSE to A-Level Essential skills to develop: 

 

A love of learning and thirst for knowledge:  

Be inquisitive; ask questions and then be motivated to find out the answers. These might not 

be in the first place you go to: be prepared to read around and conduct extensive research.  

Independent learning:  

Unlike at GCSE, you will be expected to take responsibility for your own learning with 

support from your teachers who can facilitate your learning. Think autonomously and 

respond personally to various kinds of music.  



Perseverance and resilience:  

Persist with your A-Level learning even when it seems too difficult or challenging. You also 

need to be resilient and thrive on constructive criticism. It will take time to build on your 

skills from GCSE to achieving the same grades or higher grades at A-Level. The music you 

listen to and study and the concepts and theories you come across at A-Level will be 

challenging and you might find this daunting at first, but you will learn a number of 

strategies to support you in accessing this music and ways of thinking.  

Organisation and time management:  

Learning requires effort and a commitment to your studies. The more you invest in your 

learning, the more you will gain in terms of academic achievement. The Music department 

will expect you to complete a substantial amount of independent study per week. In addition 

to reading and preparation for lessons, you will also regularly write formal essays and you 

will follow a Private Study programme of wider listening and reading to give you a broader 

understanding of the music that you are studying.  

Wider listening and research:  

Be prepared to listen widely on a Music course. You will receive set works lists, as well as 

recommended listening and wider reading suggestions. The expectation is that you will listen 

to wide variety of music. You will also be expected to research social and cultural contexts to 

develop an informed listening list. Music does not exist in isolation and, as such, you should 

seek to gain a strong understanding of the contexts in which they are produced and 

received. Use the recommended listening lists to support your research. Become a critical 

and active listener.  

Note-taking:  

It is essential that you maintain detailed, well-organised and well-presented notes. Notes will 

be checked, but ultimately it is your responsibility to ensure your notes will enable you to be 

successful at the end of the course. It is much better to keep on top of recording summary 

notes for music and wider reading notes, than to try to ‘cram’ your note-taking in the final 

few weeks of the unit.  

Discussion and debate: 

You will be expected to have an opinion, an educated viewpoint on texts you read and issues 

with which you will engage. You will need to be prepared to communicate your views to 

others and participate in discussions and debates. You will also need to respect the views of 

others. 

Frequently asked questions; 

What knowledge of music theory do I need and are music theory exams offered? 

A working knowledge and pass of grade 4 minimum is expected. All students will study theory as part of the 

course. Theory Examinations are taken once students are prepared. There are 3 opportunities when exams can be 

taken.  



Do I need to be at a specific grade on my instrument or voice and is tuition provided? 

A minimum level of grade 5 is expected in your performance skill. This can be on any instrument and in any style. 

Tuition is possible at PHHS. A level music students are eligible to a 10% discount on weekly 30 minutes lessons. 

How much time should I spend on music work outside of the lesson? 

4 hours of homework will be set weekly, but this is in addition to daily instrumental or vocal practice and weekly 

private study schedules. 

How often will assessments be and will they go towards my grade at the end of the year? 

End of unit tests will be set approximately once every 3 weeks. This will include a series of listening tests, test 

essays, essays on unfamiliar music, composition exercises and score analysis. End of unit tests do not go towards 

final exam grades but are designed to prepare the student for mock, end of ear and ultimately final summer 

examinations.   

Can I get help with funding for trips and music lessons? 

If you qualify for it, there are several bursaries which you can apply to for funding, they include: sixth form 

funding, town trusts, county and national music bursaries. 

How many lessons will I get per week? 

There will be 7 music lessons delivered per fortnight. They are taught by two different teachers. 

Will I have the opportunity to partake in music extra-curricular activities? 

It is expected that all A level music students are naturally involved with the music rehearsals and concerts at 

PHHS. Students can get involved in a number of ways; performing in groups, conducting and leading groups or 

having their own creative work being performed by groups. 

 

 


